Sponsored by NTC, Harold K.L. Castle Foundation & Hawaii Community Foundation

50 CK & FKK Principals, VPs, CASs, mentors & other complex area team members came together to focus on defining their “Moment of Truth”

Participants were asked, “What do you want the beginning teachers at your school to experience as a result of your induction program? “

- To feel support in all aspects of being an educator so as to not diminish one’s passion for teaching.
- The joy of success! Students engaged, High level of learning, Smiling faces,
- At the end of the day/week/month/year - positive reflections and if negative- how to get better
- Camaraderie with other teachers and staff
- “I make a difference”

Katrina, an elementary-licensed beginning teacher placed at Campbell High School shared how her mentor and induction experience inspired her to get her secondary credentials so she could continue making a difference.

Principal Breakfast participant feedback:

- I appreciated learning all the different perspectives from beginning teacher to mentor teacher to principal. Key is the training provided by I & M
- I appreciated the opportunity to share and collaborate with other administrators from the other complex. It brought insight of possible next steps for my school.
- How can we sustain our efforts in light of diminishing funding?
- Thank you for this time to reflect, learn, collaborate and plan. My mind is spinning with ideas!

Katrina and her mentor, Lorna